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Welcome to this second edition of the TWI Certification Ltd (TWI CL) newsletter!

TWI CERTIFICATION LTD NEWSLETTER
JANUARY 2022

We hope that 2022 finds you in good 
health and that the year so far is 
progressing well for your company 
or organisation.

In this second edition of the TWI CL 
newsletter you will find a range of 
articles, as well as a new video and 
the first episode in our new podcast 
series, from both the Personal 
Certification Group and the Company 
Certification Group, all intended to 
keep you informed of our recent 
activities and initiatives.

Read on to find out about: what 
the UK Pressure Equipment (Safety) 
Regulation 2016 and the EU Pressure 
Equipment Directive (2014/68/EU) 
mean for CSWIP candidates since 

the UK’s withdrawal from the EU; 
Company Certification Group’s new 
partnership with Inspekta for EN 
1090-1 FPC Certification; case study 
insights from Company Certification 
Group clients Stephenson 
Engineering and Bridmet; funded 
support for businesses in the Tees 
Valley area to assist with preparing 
their company to undertake 
certification in compliance with 
British Standards such as ISO 3834 
or EN 1090; a profile of Senior 
Company Certification Officer Jamie 
Fane; and more.

Lastly, we look forward to continuing 
to assist all our certificate holders 
and clients with their certification 
requirements in 2022. 

Kind regards,

Clare McGrath, 
Head of Personnel Certification

Emma Freckingham, 
Head of Company Certification

Sign-up here for future 
TWI CL newsletters
Bringing you an in-depth look at the 
latest developments in company 
and personnel certification on a 
regular basis – simply register your 
preferences to receive it direct to 
your Inbox.

MEETING THE
NEEDS OF INDUSTRY

Globally recognised as a premier provider of third party 
certifi cation for individuals, products and processes, 
TWI Certifi cation (TWI CL) works tirelessly to meet the 
requirements of industry, while maintaining a reputation for 
quality, reliability and impartiality.

Sign-up
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CSWIP INSIGHTS
Trusted by individuals to demonstrate their ‘Compliance through Competence’, CSWIP 
certification provides industry-led and industry-specified credibility to over 40,000 certificate holders

PED and PESR: what, why 
and how

Hearing that you have passed a 
CSWIP or BGAS-CSWIP exam gives 
you a sense of achievement.  For 
some candidates it may represent 
a key milestone in their learning 
journey or a major step...

Read more

Update announced to 
ISO 9712: 2021: Non-
destructive testing

ISO, the organisation responsible 
for international standards, has 
announced that the ISO 9712:2012 
standard ‘Non-destructive testing — 
Qualification and certification of NDT 
personnel’ is to be updated, with...

Read more

Video: Explore the world 
of certification

CSWIP and BGAS-CSWIP are well 
known names within industry as 
providers of personnel certification 
for everything from welding 
inspection to plastics welding and 
cathodic protection. However...

Read more

Alfina inspires a 
generation of female 
engineers

Indonesia-based Alfina graduated 
in Metallurgical and Materials 
Engineering from Universitas 
Indonesia, attaining Cum Laude: 
3.62/4.00. While studying, Alfina 
gained a position as...

Read more
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COMPANY INSIGHTS
Enabling organisations to demonstrate, product and/or process, compliance with national 
and international standards and regulations

TWI CL partners with 
Inspekta for EN 1090-1 
FPC Certification

With the changes brought about 
the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, 
TWI Certification Ltd (TWI CL) has 
had to adapt its operations in order 
to continue delivering the level of 
service and products...

Read more

Stephenson Engineering: 
certifying improvements

A fourth generation, family run 
business, Manchester-based  
Stephenson Engineering has a 
wealth of history and experience in 
the production of medium to large 
sized, machined components...

Read more

Funded certification 
support for Tees Valley 
businesses

Small to medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs) in the Tees Valley region who 
carry out welding fabrication and/
or the manufacture of steel and/or 
aluminium products can now take 
advantage of funded support...

Read more

TWI CL: the first and 
obvious choice for 
certification

Bridmet, a Dorset based company 
offering turnkey services in the 
manufacturing of metal components 
and assemblies, has not only 
increased the scope of its certification 
with TWI CL, but was also one of...

Read more
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NOT TO BE MISSED
TWI CL: providing assurance to industry of the competence and compliance of its people, products and 
procedures, acting as a comprehensive source of client confidence and industry compliance

Conversation with 
certification: podcasts 
from TWI CL

A brand new podcast series from 
TWI CL, this first episode features 
Clare McGrath, Head of Personnel 
Certification and Emma Freckingham, 
Head of Company Certification, TWI 
CL talking to James Brookman...

Read more

Certifiably unique!

He might be one of our youngest 
company certification officers, but 
that has no impact on the extensive 
knowledge and experience that Jamie 
Fane, a Senior Company Certification 
Officer, brings to TWI CL...

Read more

Connecting with CSWIP

With the world becoming even 
more connected and fast paced, 
it is important that we ensure that 
our certificate holders are able to 
connect with, and hear the latest 
news from, us with...

Read more

Follow us on social 
media for regular updates 

You can keep abreast of all the 
latest developments at TWI CL by 
liking, connecting or following us on 
our social media pages!

LinkedIn
CSWIP 
TWI Certification Ltd

Twitter
@TWI_CL

Facebook
TWI Certification Ltd
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